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Force and Motion-II 

6-1 FRICTION   
What Is Physics?  
 
 
6-2 THE DRAG FORCE AND TERMINAL SPEED 
  
 
6-3 UNIFORM CIRCULAR MOTION 



Frictional Forces 
�  RESISTIVE force between object and neighbors or 

the medium 

�  Examples: 
�  Sliding a box 
�  Rolling resistance 

�  Air resistance 
 



Image AFM of  Cu Surface 



How AFM (atomic force 
microscopy)  works 



Atomic origin of  friction: 

�  J. Krim,  Atomic-Scale Origins of  Friction, Langmuir 
12, 4564, 1996. 

�  http://www.physics.ncsu.edu/nanotribology/
publications/ref60.pdf  





Sliding 
Friction 

�  Parallel to surface,  

 opposing direction of  motion 

�  Depends on the surfaces in contact 
�  Object at rest:        Static friction 
�  Object in motion:   Kinetic friction 





Static Friction, ƒs 

�  Just enough force to keep object 
at rest.

�             is coefficient of  static 

         friction 

�  N is the normal force 

f 

F 

fs ≤ µsN

µs



Kinetic  
Friction, ƒk 

�       is coefficient of  kinetic 

    friction 

�  Friction force opposes  

 direction of  motion 

�  N is the normal force F 
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fk = µkN
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Coefficients  
of  Friction 

µs ≥  µk









Example:  

The man pushes/pulls with a force of  200 N. The 
child and sled combo has a mass of  30 kg and the coefficient of  kinetic friction 
is 0.15. For each case: 
What is the frictional force opposing his efforts? 
What is the acceleration of  the child?  

f=59 N, a=3.80 m/s2      /      f=29.1 N, a=4.8 m/s2  



Example:  

Given m1 = 10 kg and m2 = 5 kg: 
 
a)  What value of         would stop the block from sliding? 
 
b) If  the box is sliding and        = 0.2, what is the acceleration? 
 
c) What is the tension of  the rope? 

a)         = 0.5    b) a=1.96 m/s2     c) 39.25 N 
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Terminal Speed  

Lift and Drag Forces  
�  Another type of  friction is air resistance 

�  Air resistance is proportional to the (speed)^a of  
the object 

�  When the upward force (lift) of  air resistance equals 
the downward force of  gravity, the net force on the 
object is zero 

�  The constant speed of  the object is the terminal 
speed 



Resistive Force 
�  1) 

 

�  2) 

R = �b v

R = D = �1

2
C⇢A v2





⌧ = m/b t ! 1 vT =
mg

b









Other kind of  Drag force  

•  Air resistance, F ~ Area  v2 

 

Terminal velocity: 

Fg �D = ma

Fd =R = Fd = D =
1

2
C ⇢ A v2









Drag Coefficient:  

Cd C = Cd =
2Fd

⇢v2A





Cd ' 0.45!



Lift force  



C = Cd =
2Fd

⇢v2A



Particle image velocimetry 
(PIV) 
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Car in banked circular turn 





Example :
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Circular motion with friction   
�  A small bead of  mass m is given an initial velocity 

of  magnitude      on a horizontal circular wire. If  
the coefficient of  kinetic friction is       , determine 
the distance travelled before the collar comes to 
rest. 
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F = (m+M)g tan(✓)



sin(✓) = m2/m1

a = g tan(✓) =
m2g
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